Proposal from Bulgarian NAC

No more exemptions

The motivation:
Currently there is an option for a pilot who cannot qualify to apply for exemption. The rule says “Requesting an exemption is not just another way to be qualified” - yes, but IT IS just another way to participate in the Championships - quite an unpredictable way (because it depends on the decision of a small group of people - the Screening Committee).

To have a predictable and fair qualification for everyone - we must have only qualification rules and we MUST NOT have any options to circumvent those rules!

We must work continuously to improve qualification rules! The rules must cover all special cases of pilots with proven track record of safe flying in big high-level events. The pilots must know without any speck of doubt what they need to do in order to qualify.

That’s why the exemptions must be removed as an option to fly in Category 1 events.

The proposal:
Remove points 2.2.6 and 2.2.7 from Sporting Code Section 7A
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